Differentiated Small Group Instruction with Guided
Reading K-2
Includes video (full day)

This seminar will focus on linking the classroom-proven methods of guided reading with
differentiated instruction to increase the level of support you are providing to your young readers
in grades K-2. Judy will provide you with research-based strategies, methods and activities to help
you better meet the wide range of needs in your small reading groups. You will gain new insights as
you see and hear demonstrations that model the powerful methods presented. You will view many
classroom video segments that illustrate the process of incorporating differentiated instruction
within your guided reading groups.

TEN KEY BENEFITS
1.

Incorporate the Key Strategies of Differentiation within Your Guided Reading

Instruction in Grades K-2
Discover how to use differentiated instruction in your guided reading small groups to ensure that each and
every student becomes a successful reader … Learn the essential steps for combining guided reading and
differentiated instruction to maximize student achievement in reading.

2.

Accelerate the Reading Success of All Your K-2 Students with Ready-to-Use

Strategies and Activities
Allow Judy to provide you with easy-to-use methods that build upon both differentiation and guided reading …
Create the conditions that support rapid learning for all your students

3.

Differentiate Your Word-Making and Word-Solving Strategies for Emergent,

Developing and Fluent Readers
Meet the varied needs of all your readers with highly productive, developmental word work … Pick and choose
differentiated lessons that support each small group and complement the text they are reading

4.

Create Research-Based Small Group Lessons that Use Differentiated Materials to

Meet Student Needs in Grades K-2
We know that optimal reading instruction uses materials at our students’ instructional levels … Learn simple
and easy ways for matching books to your guided reading groups to complement your differentiated instruction

5.

Keep the Rest of Your Students Productively Engaged While You Teach Guided Reading

Small Groups
Are you tired of students playing during center time? Here are powerful literacy center ideas that will keep
your students reading and writing the entire time … Dozens of specific suggestions and a wealth of sample
materials

6.

Tips and Techniques for Managing Guided Reading Small Groups and Materials

Make differentiation and guided reading easier and more manageable with these outstanding organizational
ideas … Valuable tips for incorporating classroom and school-wide systems for choosing and sharing books that
meet your students’ needs every day

7.

Align Guided Reading and Differentiated Instruction with Response to Intervention

Meet the needs of students in Tier 1 and Tier 2 Targeted groups with differentiated instruction … Specific
intervention strategies designed for students in grades K-2

8.

Assess Your Students in Grades K-2 for Continual Progress

Learn easy-to-use methods for assessing the wide range of students in your class to form small guided reading
groups … Generate specific data to inform your reading instruction throughout the years

9.

Strengthen your core, standards based basal with differentiated small group

instruction.
Link your standards based strategies to small group daily instruction. Guided reading provides daily lessons
with materials at each student’s instructional level. Few “programs” provide enough small group differentiated
books for lessons day after day. Fill that void with materials to challenge and support each student in small
group lessons.

10. Ideas, Ideas, Ideas
Learn from a presenter who has used guided reading and differentiated instruction with K-2 students for over
20 years … You’ll leave with an extensive resource handbook packed with practical differentiation ideas,
strategies, activities, tips, sample materials, and resources – all designed for immediate use in K-2 guided
reading groups

Contact Judy Lynch for more information
916-741-3243
JudyLynch@surewest.net
www.JudyLynch.com

